Performing Arts Subject
In the 2020-2021 academic year, students had a lot of small performances done from
home. Students explored their skills in singing, dancing, acting, and making music in
different ways. We also did the Visual Arts Festival for the first time.
Here are examples of each grade's activity in the PA lesson.
- PYP 1 explored different ways in telling stories through Performing Arts.
- PYP 2 shared their knowledge through a puppet show.
- PYP 3 created a virtual performance.
- PYP 4 performed Yoga poses.
- PYP 5 created a partner dance.
- PYP 6 performed dance performances in the Exhibition.

Visual Arts
The school academic year of 2020/2021 is recorded in history as the first (and hopefully the
last) year for us to learn fully in a virtual environment. This has been challenging for a subject
like Visual Arts which usually needs direct interactions between teachers, students and peers as
well as to engage with hands-on materials. However, with the established system for online
learning in Sekolah Ciputra and the support from families at home, we were able to make this
happen successfully.
This year, despites all the challenges, we have enjoyed many art learning experiences and
activities whist still meeting the expected outcomes that we usually have in a normal class
situation. In Visual Arts class, students learned some basic skills of making visual arts including,
painting, drawing, sculpting, collage making, digital art works and crafts. Some artwork and
events that PYP 4-6 students created and became the highlight for this school year include:
designing technology for Mars exploration, creating advertisement for their own business,
re-design product packaging, studying architecture, making a significant event diorama, making
a campaign poster to run as STUCo president, creating a 3D model of past civilization artifacts
using sketchup, fashion design, making wayang kulit paper craft, creating surrealism collage
about certain issue that PYP 6 students explored during PYP Exhibition and many more.
And let’s not forget the Virtual Art Festival that we conducted from March 15-19, 2021. The
Virtual Art Gallery was a showcase of the students’ best artwork. Students could participate by
sending a photo/video of their artwork following certain requirements. We selected the best 5
pieces of artwork from each class and displayed them in the Virtual Art Gallery. Here is the link
again

to

the

gallery

in

virtual

reality

format:

https://www.artsteps.com/view/603c6cef7d820476404aba32
We would like to express our gratitude to parents and families at home who have been very
supportive, cooperative and care about our students’ artistic development. Thank you for the
time, effort and materials that you have provided to ensure that the arts learning happens
smoothly.

Physical Education
In semester 1 PE held a program called Virtual 50 kilometer running challenge. The
purpose of this program was to motivate and promote healthy living habits by
exercising, especially jogging and running. We also encouraged parents and families to
accompany and support running activities around their residential area (kawasan area)
and so that they are motivated to exercise together.

For semester 2 we also held a PE program which was called 30 Days Virtual fitness
workout. The purpose of this program was to provide learning and real experiences
about health, a positive lifestyle, and active exercise.This activity was designed to
influence and promote healthy living habits for children at Sekolah Ciputra.
The end result saw more than 200 students receive gold and silver medals and
certificates of completion. This was a wonderful event and it really showed our great
school spirit.

Friday Morning Exercise
Every Friday morning during PYP assembly students will have exercise around 10-12
minutes to balance and maintain their physical health and fitness by following the
aerobics movement in the zoom.

Catholic
To celebrate Easter, during religious activity on Wednesday 24 March 2021, students created an
easter egg and explained the meaning of it for themselves.

Grade 6 Catholic learned about the unit of Sharing the Planet - “I am the World citizen” who is
caring about environment and global issues. They showed their caring by creating a prayer or a
letter to their friends in NTT who were affected by the natural disaster that happened on April
2021.

Catholic class learnt about the environment. Students showed their understanding of and gratitude
for God’s creation through pictures and prayer.

Catholic Religious Activity - Lent Season. Students shared the actions to be taken as a form of my
repentance attitude during Lent

Christian
Students demonstrated their learning from their role model and were able to apply and imitatethem
in their daily life.

Students learnt about symbols and they were challenged to find an object in their house that could
remind them of something about Jesus.

Student’s Creativity
Based on the fact that nowadays many people are desperate, hopeless, and think that God is not
good to them because of the pandemic, Christian students tried to show their creativity to
encourage people to believe in God's goodness, feel God's presence in their struggles.

Students Group Discussion
Students learn about leadership style from Bible characters

Buddhism
PYP 01 Learning about each member of family that related to Buddhism

PYP 02 students learn about the figure of a good friend according to Buddhism

PYP 04
Learning to identify their rights and responsibilities as religious believers which embodied
into bad deed and good deed according Buddhism values

Islam
PYP 01 Learning about Thaharah (Berwudhu)

PYP 02 Learning about Asmaul Husna

Hindu
PYP 6 Menganalisa salah satu kegiatan organisasi dan keterkaitannya dengan
ajaran Sad Ripu.

PYP 4 Siswa menganalisa gambar perayaan Holi

Siswa Menjelaskan makna warna dalam perayaan Holi.

Khonghucu
PYP 3 Memahami pentingnya melaksanakan 8 Kebajikan dalam hidup.

PYP 5 Memahami teladan kepemimpinan para Raja Suci dan Nabi Kongzi agar kedamaian dan
keharmonisan dapat tercipta.

PYP 5 Memahami pentingnya pengaruh pembentukan karakter saat akil balik dapat terbentuk dari
lingkungan rumah,sekolah dan tempat ibadah.

Mandarin Subject

In the 2020-2021 academic year, we held the first ever virtual Mandarin Chinese New
Year celebration in February. The students made Chinese crafts, performed dragon
dance, did storytelling about the Legend of Nian, sang a Mandarin song and explained
about Chinese New Year traditions.

EY Virtual Chinese New Year Celebration

Pre-El
This academic year, PYP A and PYP B students learned Mandarin through some
various hands-on activities and through singing, dancing, making art and crafts, and
many more fun activities.

PYP 1 to 3 students learned Mandarin through various activities such as singing,
storytelling, book making, rhyming and presentation.

PYP 4-6 students applied their learning through role play activities, poster making, also
using various platforms such as nearpod, flipgrid, padlet to interact with one another.

Play Group A
This academic year has definitely been quite challenging for PG A students. The students
who are at the age of 2-3 years old and have short attention span were challenged to
participate in class activities through online learning. Yet, we are so proud of the students
who continued to be engaged in the learning and enjoying the various activities provided for
them.

One of the activities that the students enjoyed was making a jungle during the animals
theme. The students learned the characteristics of the animals and the places they live
through the activities. They made some animal crafts while learning about the animals’
unique features. They also developed their fine motor and language skills as they added
some objects in the jungle and participated in show and tell. The students demonstrated
good hand control movement while cutting and pasting and showed confidence while talking
about the jungle they made.

In this academic year, we were also able to see that the students have developed the love of
reading. During the play and game theme, the students showed enthusiasm for listening to
various story books and making the props based on the books. They completed craft
activities including making fish, buttons from the ‘ Pete the Cat’ story, a mask, and Mr.
Messy character. Then, the students chose their favorite character and created a mini
fashion show while wearing the props. Through the activities, we witnessed that our PG A
students are cheerful and confident kids who are ready for their next learning.

Play Group B
In PG B, Corona Pandemic changed the learning process from face-to-face interactions
to distance learning using the Internet. This forced teachers to go to a creative thinking
mode to make e-learning sustainable. One of the successful stories was the “Jungle
Boogie” performance. It started with gathering students’ interest in art and discovering
the theme they were interested in. Dancing and role play were the most popular choices
of all. The theme was chosen by exposing students to different dances and songs and
voting for the most interesting one. Jungle Boogie came out as the winner. From there,
we allowed students to choose which animal or role they wanted to be or play. We, then,
sent home the materials in their Home Learning Package to create their personalized
costumes. The most memorable and special thing about this experience was witnessing
students’ persistence and independence in creating their costumes from scratch. This
gave them a sense of ownership for their learning.

Another exquisite learning experience that has happened this year is our Initiative Play
Programme. This opens the door of opportunities for the students to experience in
person social interactions that distance learning lacks. The play itself can happen
through our Initiative Play Programme. We have witnessed students interacting with
other peers, running around the field, going through the slides, laughing and having fun.
This brings so much joy not only to the teachers but also the students. Having
face-to-face learning allows us to cater for each individual's uniqueness. Bringing the
best in them based on their learning abilities and readiness. This also makes them
ready for the future!

PYP A
It has been an incredible journey! These young learners adjusted very well to the
online learning situation. For the whole year they have been learning, playing and
enjoying the classroom interaction virtually.

WHO WE ARE
The journey in PYP A started with getting
to understand ourselves. Students
learned that knowing their own strengths
and limitations helps them to grow and
enhance their well-being. Through
stories and case study, students learned
about their preference, characters,
traits, experience and feelings. Students
also practiced their confidence when
they were presenting their work. Elena
showed a T-chart about things she likes
and dislikes. Finding out about
similarities and differences between
themselves and others teaches students
to be open-minded and respectful to
different personal values.

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES
In this unit, students learned about
different roles in a community and how
different roles serve the community.
Understanding that every individual
takes an active role to contribute as part
of the community, helps students to
make connections and see the
interactions between roles. Students
demonstrated their understanding
through roleplay and shared about their
dream job.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES
Through the little hands of our students,
creative artworks have been made
throughout the unit. They learned that
they can make creative expressions from
ideas, feelings and personal
preferences. Students learned about art
styles and techniques from famous
artists and created their own artwork.
Their confidence boosts as they share
about their creation and respond to
others’ artworks.

SHARING THE PLANET

The unit has been incredibly interesting
for these young learners. The world of
animals interests these little inquirers.
They asked lots of questions about the
characteristics of animals and the
animals’ needs to survive. They also
learned that people interact with, use
and value the natural environment in
different ways. Hence, it is also our
responsibility for the well-being of
animals.

Our dearest students and parents, they say all good things must come
to an end. We truly hope next year will be as exciting and enjoyable as
you have made this year for us.
With love,
Your teachers

PYP B
WHO WE ARE
In wrapping-up our first unit of inquiry into how people's relationships with one
another can have an impact on our well being, our PYPB students demonstrated
their understanding that relationships have to be built with respect to others, being
kind, and communicating. Students learnt how to make relationships with family,
friends, and community. In this unit, our teachers’ role play and story book helped
students to observe their community and the people around them.
Students also explored feelings which they have experienced . By exploring
emotions and having show-and-tell with puppets which students made to talk about
relationships, it helped students to develop their social skills which give our students
a foundation for building good and healthy relationships.

SHARING THE PLANET
Being responsible and curious about the world around us applied in the “Sharing
The Planet” unit. Children had a chance to plant and observe a plant's growth.
Children showed their interest and wonder about their surroundings. Many inquiries
came to mind, such as ‘can we plant seed using different media instead of soil?’ and
‘can we eat different parts of the plant besides fruit and leaves?’. Students were
encouraged to be risk-takers and open-minded to find answers and to prove their
hypotheses. We did experiments at home, such as planting seeds using water and
rockwool, and using flowers as a topping for cookies. After our experiments, we
shared the results in front of our classmates and teachers.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES
We have got used to sharing our ideas and feelings through words, but in the unit of
How We Express Ourselves we explored how to share through art. One way was to
share through visual arts, such as: painting, colors, drawing, and another way was
through performing arts (music and movements). We also expanded our knowledge
about the elements of music and movements, such as: tempo, rhythm, melody,
timbre, beat, body, energy, and space. Exploring different types of musical
instruments was also facilitated in this unit. We had fun with wind, percussion, and
string musical instruments. Students also conducted simple experiments to prove
that sound travels through air, and did a family performance which gave an
opportunity for students to demonstrate the use of elements of music or movement in
their performances.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS
We got our chance to extend our knowledge related to the Earth’s natural cycles,
such as: water cycle, seasons cycle, the introduction of moon phases, and many
more. We also explored and observed how living things adapt to certain seasons,
not only humans, but animals and plants as well. We conducted fun and easy
experiments to help us understand the natural world. Besides getting a lot of
knowledge, we also learned to sequence events to record our experiments using
flow charts.

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES
In the unit of How We Organize Ourselves, students learned about community and
public spaces. Students got the idea that every individual takes an active role to
contribute in order to show our responsibility as part of the community. They built up
their favorite public space using different materials: Lego, junk boxes, and other art
materials. They shared about the purpose of public spaces, how people use public
spaces, how to behave in public spaces, and how public spaces are organised.

PYP 1 Flash News
A Quick Replay of Our Fabulous Year
PYP 1 started the 2020-2021 with Who We Are unit of inquiry. Students learned to make
good choices by looking at their personal abilities and interest in order to help them to
make choices, what choices they can make, and how their choices will influence themselves
and others. Here, students posted in Padlet what are the impacts of making good and bad
choices:

On the 2nd Unit of Inquiry “Where We Are in Place and Time”, we were very fortunate to be
able to invite parents to become the guest speakers, sharing the family cultures from
different countries, such as Korean, Japan, Fiji and some areas in Indonesia, such as
Palembang and Sulawesi. The students learned about the cultural heritage, and the
concepts of unity in diversity to build tolerance and appreciate different cultures. In this
picture, we listened to Mrs. Jung Jin Kyung’s presentation about Korean’s traditional clothes,
Hanbok.

The 3rd unit was How We Express Ourselves where students explored different genres of
literature, the elements of a story, and different ways to share stories. Students developed
their confidence by exploring sharing stories in different ways, such as using puppets, role
playing, or making comics. Here are some examples of the students’ creative ways to tell
stories:

Paperbag Puppet Show by Kim Yunmi, 1A.

A Digital Comic made by using Canva by Seo Yeon Lee, 1A.

The second semester began with How The World Works, exploring the guiding concept of
Life Cycle. Students learned about the characteristics of living things, the interdependence

between living and nonliving things in the environment. A virtual field trip to Surabaya
Zoo was held to accommodate the needs to find information from the primary resource. Our
little scientists inquired about living things’ life cycles and their needs to continue the life
cycle. They also learned to use scientific methods to conduct planting experiments.

The 5th unit of inquiry “How We Organize Ourselves”, PYP 1 students explored the
Transportation System. The students learned about different modes of transportation and
their functions, the procedures and infrastructure that supports the system, and the
changes in the transportation system to cater for the community’s changing needs. Some
interesting activities we had done were students designing new kinds of transportation and
Transportation System Collaboration with the international school from India.

The last unit of inquiry “Sharing The Planet” was about management. Students observed
natural and man-made resources used in their daily lives, how human actions impact the
environment and different ways to manage waste to overcome the problems in the
environment. The highlight of this unit was when students had a Virtual Field Trip to Eco
Green Park to learn about different ways to reduce and manage waste and pollution in the
environment.

The students absolutely had a fabulous and adventurous journey in their first year of
Elementary! See you next school year!

-PYP 1-

We
finished
strong!

PYP 2

PYP2 students are wrapping up this academic year with a blast.

WHO WE ARE
In the beginning of the year, we started our learning journey
by engaging in different ways to maintain our health. To be a
balanced individual, we need to consider our physical, mental
and social health. Here, Gwyneth from 2A is sharing how she
maintains her healthy lifestyle by showing us the importance
of eating green vegetables.

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME
Going forward, we invited Miss Ricca, Miss Ai and her son Fikri,
who live in Japan, to share their experiences with school
during the Pandemic. During this informative session, we
practised how to be well-developed inquirers and
communicators. We found that children in Japan have a very
distinguished way of doing their daily routines for school.

SHARING THE PLANET
This marked our halfway point for the PYP2 academic year. We
became more confident in using Information and
Communication Technology for our online learning. We were
able to demonstrate our knowledge in many ways, especially
digitally and in print.
When given the chance to voice the importance of saving
habitats, Rhea opted to show her ideas through a pop-up
poster. She, along with all of her PYP2 classmates, were ready
to level up for semester 2.

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES
Our learning happens even after the end of the school day.
Here, Owen shares about different angles by using body
movement with his classmates. In PYP2, we have built a culture
where everyone is given the opportunity to share or talk about
anything in front of their peers through our daily Show and
Tell platform. Show and Tell helped students build their
confidence, and it made school more enjoyable and fun.

HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES
Thank you, parents, for always giving us your full support.
Parents readily joined our class sessions by being guest
speakers. They shared the workings of their businesses while
helping us learn the production and distribution processes of
products.

HOW THE WORLD WORKS
By the end of PYP2, we were engaged in a unit where we
followed the scientific method during experiments to
manipulate solids, liquids and gas. We tested and
manipulated materials to see how their properties change.
In the end, we are proud of what we have achieved, and we are
hopeful for the next academic year.

PYP 3
The Digital Voyage: Lifelong Learners’ Journal
Online learning for the academic year 2020-2021 was a great beginning for PYP 3
students to develop their skills as digital citizens and learn how to become lifelong
learners in any situation. Students understood the importance of digital media to support
their learning during the global pandemic and learned how to operate various platforms
in a safe manner as well as to demonstrate appropriate behavior as digital citizens. In
the unit of How We Organize Ourselves, they explored how to create an avatar and
comic strips to communicate their ideas and stories.

In addition, as part of the online learning community, PYP 3 students stated that they
were willing to display the netiquette during their online activities by creating a digital
citizenship pledge video and an animation.

The students then explored how
to use various online resources
to
find
information.
They
presented their findings digitally
on how to save natural
resources after they mastered
how to use keyword search tools
during the unit of Sharing the
Planet.

Being curious about the world
around them also implied being out
of their comfort zone, so students
were encouraged to be risk-takers
and open-minded like voyagers in a
'world history' exploration. Students
learned from each other as well
through a guest speaker session.
They were encouraged to be
inquisitive in learning soon after a
peer shared about Christopher
Columbus during the unit of Where
We Are in Place and Time.
Somehow, that momentum boosted
their self-esteem that they could also
do the same.
As their confidence grew during their online learning,
it led to more magical moments. PYP 3 expressed
their creativity and delivered a message through
different kinds of performing arts. They shared a
message of 'keep on trying' in any difficult situation in
a performance to their learning community during the
unit of How We Express Ourselves.

During reflection, PYP 3 students realized that the importance of role models was
significant. They noticed that their parents and people around them showed examples
of life values and demonstrated beliefs into real actions. Students analyzed and
reflected on their personal strengths and weaknesses to learn how they could improve
and develop themselves from their chosen role models’ examples. They tried to
motivate others from their daily action examples as an 8 or 9 year old role model within
the unit of Who We Are.

During the unit of How the World Works, PYP 3 observed how structure and design
worked around them. They explored how to make a building/structure design and built a
prototype of it. They shared ideas on how their design could provide a positive impact
on the environment.

This great voyage ends as the academic year 2020-2021 ends, however, PYP 3
students will continue their journey to the next grade and open a wonderful new chapter
of learning. Bon voyage!

PYP 4
Online-schooling masters! PYP 4 students and teachers have leveled-up this year through
online adventures and a myriad of amazing experiences. Across the digital divide, we have
found ourselves making the best of the situation by taking our learning experience to the next
level. At the beginning of the year, PYP 4 students piqued their entrepreneurial interests. Guest
speakers from Marcomm graced the students with tips and tricks of the advertising trade.

Once students understood how important
audiences are, they were confident to
move onto business planning. Students
teamed up to create their own business
plan. A few students showed true
entrepreneurial spirit by taking further
action to create and then sell a unique
product. After becoming business gurus,
students changed hats and put on their
lab coats to step into the role of a
scientist.

In order to understand How the World Works, students dissected and refined their
understanding of the scientific method by conducting several experiments right in their own
homes.

Some students crafted a Solar Oven to bake their own tasty s’more treats, while others welded
fireproof balloons over an open flame without popping the balloon. A highlight for the second
semester would be the PYP Virtual Camp. Students spent 2 fun-filled days participating in
numerous learning activities, games and workshops while further investigating migration and
the movement of people. We designed and constructed a miniature, traditional Indonesian
house and made our voices heard to advocate for children’s rights. These were just a few
highlights from this past year in PYP 4. Reflect on everything we have done, and imagine all
that we can accomplish. What a great year in PYP 4!

PYP 5 Learning Highlight
As we come to the end of this academic year, it is with great pride that we can look
back at the highlights of what we have learned in PYP 5. It has been a year of
changes from learning at school to learning behind the screen, but we continued to
provide the best learning experience for the students with various methods and
strategies to keep them engaged. It has been a pleasure to witness how the students
have demonstrated skills of being resilient, confident and adaptive to the changes.
We started our school year with learning about significant past events that impact
our present and future life. Knowing so many significant events have happened in
the past provokes curiosity of how some events are actually connected in different
times and places. We also provided learning opportunities to understand how
diverse our world is. Students can understand others’ cultures from their own culture,
beliefs and values. This understanding developed their tolerance, respect towards
others and respect of their own culture. In addition to understanding their own
culture, students learned to be adaptive with where they live and to be aware of their
surroundings in order to survive more harmoniously with the environment.

The second semester was an exciting and eventful time. Students continued to inch
their way closer to PYP 6 through hard-work, dedication and perseverance. We
learned conflict resolution, changes that happen during puberty and how to maintain
our well-being. In How We Organise Ourselves, students began an in-depth journey
to discover and understand the inner workings of leadership. Exploring
characteristics and traits of leadership, students found themselves observing leaders
all around them, from the past and the present, and began to look at leaders of the
future - themselves!

In an unprecedented PYP 5 event, students attended a Virtual Leadership Camp, or
VLC, where they learned first-hand what it takes to be a great leader. Important and

seasoned leaders from the community and our school graced us with their presence,
giving invaluable information, insight and guidance to an eager student audience.
These sage keynote speakers also expanded upon some of the most important
qualities, strategies and skills a strong leader should possess. PYP 5 students then
streamlined all the information about leadership they had acquired and worked in
groups to not only showcase what they had learned, but to share that knowledge
with their successors - PYP 3 and PYP 4 students. Each group created an engaging
lesson with unique and creative methods of delivery to teach PYP 3 and 4 students
about leadership. To end the camp, the Student Committee was given full control of
the activities and they did not disappoint! It has certainly been an interesting and
unique journey for the PYP 5 students as they move towards their final year in
primary. The future leaders of the world just might be found in our PYP 5 classes!

What the students had
to say about PYP 5
Learning this year
One of my favourite
topics was natural
disasters
because
throughout
this
learning, I was able to
turn a lot of my
knowledge
into
actions. One of my
most impressive actions was when I made a homemade water filter 2.0 which could
heat the water and make clean water. It was simple but hard to make because it
needed separate steps for assembly. The benefits of this water filter are that it does
not require any electricity whatsoever: it only needs fire and 70% pure alcohol. This
water filter is a mid-sized, easy to carry, and a very useful device, especially during
natural disasters or when there is no clean water or electricity in the area. I hope
one day this device can also help to save people's lives and I myself will never ever
stop learning and try my best to create an invention that can help humanity.
-Kenzo Owen -

For me The Virtual Leadership Camp was a memorable moment because even
though it was online, it was my first time experiencing camp. I got to work with
different types of people with different strengths and personalities. I also got to
become a leader in my group, I learned a lot about leadership and as a leader you
have to delegate responsibilities. I also had learned a lot from the keynote speakers
about delegating and how to be a good leader. And we had a lot of fun working
together to make the presentation and presenting it.
-Nicole Yang-

The memorable moments were having meetings with our teachers and talking about
puberty with our own genders during this last unit. I also remember the genius hour
topic we chose. The last memorable thing is having to know some of the
responsibilities of religion: how I behave and respect my religion. I think it is
memorable because I will start to have puberty soon and I know what to do and how
to manage/control my emotional changes with regard to the people around me. I will
also be prepared for the problems that I will face during puberty and will know how to
solve them on my own or that I can ask for help from my parents. I feel like puberty is
the hardest unit for grade 5 because it can start at any time and the most we can do
is prepare for it.
Carydee Harlow
As a vice-leader in my group, I learned to be more confident when speaking as I
had to share ideas with my team members. I worked hard for the Virtual Leadership
Camp (VLC) to help make the presentations and also to think of ideas of what to put
in the presentation. I have finally learned the definition of hard work. During VLC, I
started to think from the audience's perspective more, I tried to think about ways to
make the presentation more interesting and engaging. VLC also helped improve my
research skills and my memory skills as I tried to find a warm-up video for the PYP 3
& 4 students. I also learned to be more independent without always needing to ask
for help from others. VLC made me understand other people's behaviors as I had to
work with many different types of team members and we had to collaborate to solve
problems.
Gracelyne Stefiona Tanadi

I created a short inspiring TedTalk to show my experience with conflict and peace. At
first, I wanted to choose my cousin to present my TedTalk to, but after Miss Laura
convinced me to do something bigger, I decided to follow my teacher’s suggestion
and presented it to my cousin, Miss Christine and Mr Martin. I was very nervous, but
I gained the courage to go through with it. When I showed my video to Miss Christine
and Mr Martin, they gave me a few suggestions to improve my TedTalk. I listened to
their suggestions and they approved my video. Miss Christine asked me if she could
show my video in the assembly on Friday, to which I agreed. When Miss Christine
showed the video in the assembly I was very nervous but I felt rewarded when some
of my friends and my teachers congratulated me.
Jessica Santoso

PYP 6
The Protagonists
What an eventful year! Challenges, fun, ups and downs, achievements and
determination. There are so many highlights to this academic year! One of them is
certainly the PYP Exhibition. Students planned for their inquiries and applied the skills
and attributes of the learner profile, acquired and developed throughout the Primary
Years Programme. The Virtual Tour was another significant and engaging event. By
visiting some historical destinations, students gained a broader view of the importance
of conservation, as well as how our present contributes to the shaping of our future.
Sustainability has been another BIG topic in PYP6. Not only did our creative thinkers
and entrepreneurs plan for self-sustainable actions, but they also planned for whole
school actions.
In our students’ own words, “if our school life is a game, we are the characters in it”.
This historic pandemic taught us all lessons of adaptability, resilience and the
importance of communication, support and family. We now proudly send our PYP6 to
High School, certain that they will continue to thrive in their learning journey.

Going green: There are hundreds of ways to go green and save the planet. Students
have brainstormed and shared possible ‘going green actions’ to make Sekolah Ciputra
a greener school. They explored different aspects of their lifestyle including water use,
energy, toxic exposure, waste, food, and transportation. They are aware that small
changes made by every single of us, can eventually make a BIG difference.

Historical sites exploration: online learning gives another chance to learn history and its
connection to present life differently. Students had a virtual tour to some historical
destinations to understand how past evidence is being preserved, the history behind
and most importantly, how they have shaped our today. Virtual tour scrapbooks were
created to showcase all findings and reflections.

Traditional games vs modern games: Indonesia is rich in socio-cultural and economical
diversity. One evidence is how varied our traditional games are. Students learnt the
benefits of playing the traditional games and the reasons why we need to preserve
them. As a provocation, they shared their thoughts on which games they prefer and
explained the reasons. The students then used the class findings to discuss some
possible ways to make sure the traditional games will still be preserved as part of our
cultural diversity.

The downfall of civilizations: As our present life is connected to past civilizations,
students explored the timeline of world past civilizations history. They found out more
information about the progress of past civilizations, what made them great and what
caused them to fall. Through this learning activity, students were also triggered to think
whether we are now entering a new era of civilization due to a major cause: pandemic!

The students are discussing the class message that they would like in their graduation
video.

A student is presenting his poster he has made in Bahasa Indonesia class. The poster
shows the class a strategy to save orangutans.

The Journey through the PYPX: This is when students applied ATLs and Learner Profile
attributes. Austin and Ishan created an informational video to educate the younger
generation to value honesty and integrity. They also held a seminar to educate PYP 4
students about the importance of understanding the roots of bribery and corruption.
They hope that their action will help to create honest generations and reduce the cases
of bribery and corruption in the future.

